TERRATRAK

Terratrak
Highly stable event flooring with optimal ground protection

Material:

translucent polypropylene

Dimensions
(l × w × h):

1.22 x 1.22 x 0.038 m
(48 x 48 x 1.5 in)

Weight:

20.00 kg (44 lbs) per element

Surface:

interlocking overlap system creates a
continuous unbroken surface

Color:

grey / translucent

Transport:

approx. 1,200 m² (12.917 ft²)
per standard trailer

Applications

Optional Extras

Terratrak is the ultimate alternative to other products

Terratrak plus® comes pre-assembled in packs of two,

used to protect sensitive surfaces from heavy loads.

using bolt systems made from the same material

It allows high-capacity cranes, forklifts and trucks

as the camlocks. This allows for an area of 2.42 m2

access to natural and synthetic sports turfs without

(26 ft2) to be covered with each sheet, which can be

compressing the ground or damaging surfaces.

installed by two people. Panels connect to by means
of very strong vertical locking cams manufactured

Features

from a special nylon, which is as strong as metal but

In the past, plywood or aluminum panels were used,

does not bend or rust, and provides the strongest

often with diastrous effect. However, this situation

possible panel-to-panel connection.

has changed with the advent of Terratrak plus®, which
can be laid manually and is manufactured from
translucent high-density polyethylene plastic, which
provides a perfect base for protecting valuable turf
and its substructure.
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01 Terratrak is designed for use in stadiums and large
arenas | 02 Optimum performance is achieved on flat,
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solid ground | 03 It‘s manufactured from translucent
high-density polyethylene plastic that provides the
perfect base to protect turf | 04 The flooring system can
function as a stable base for big stages and grandstands
or as safe access for forklifts, site traffic and heavy goods
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WHEREVER
YOU GO, WE
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